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A New Screening System For Visitors To U.S.
Visa Waiver Program uses online applications and electronic data base checks

By ANDREW L. WIZNER
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eler against its databases, including lost
and stolen passport databases and certain
watch lists. If approved, Customs and Border Patrol will issue an authorization valid
for travel for two years or until the date of
passport expiration, whichever is later.
If denied, the traveler may apply for a
standard nonimmigrant visa at a U.S. consulate, in which case use of the Visa Waiver
Program is unnecessary. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that Electronic System for Travel
Authorization may issue denials to individuals previously refused tourist visas on the
grounds they are not certain to return to
their home countries, as well as on the basis
of the other statutory ineligibility grounds.
As of this date, ESTA-authorized travelers
must still complete form I-94W, although
federal oﬃcials plan to phase out use of the
form once its messaging capabilities with
participating carriers are validated. Thereafter, Customs and Border Protection would
transmit travelers’ authorization status to
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airlines via the existing Advance Passenger
Information System, which provides oﬃcials
with pre-arrival and departure manifest data
on all passengers and crew members.
Visa Waiver Program travelers might
impose new demands on U.S. consulates
for visitor visas. Taking a line from the program itself, the ESTA rule provides that no
court shall have jurisdiction to review an
eligibility determination under the system.
Customs and Border Protection estimates
that approximately 18 million visitors will
use the waiver program in 2009. Currently,
about one percent of travelers using the
program are found to be inadmissible to the
United States, but many of these 180,000
individuals may ﬁle applications for nonimmigrant visas at U.S. consulates.
Taking into account that the new ESTA
process produces a visa waiver travel authorization valid for only two years, the relative burden of applying at the U.S. consulate for a visitor visa valid for 10 years may
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seem worthwhile. Obtaining a visa would
avoid using ESTA ﬁve times over the same
10-year period. Over the next few years, Visa
Waiver Program-eligible travelers may elect
to forego ESTA and instead ﬁle nonimmigrant visa applications at U.S. consulates. If
such a trend should develop, it would defeat
one of the chief purposes of the Visa Waiver
Program, which is to reduce nonimmigrant
visa workloads at U.S. consulates for citizens
or nationals of countries that have very low
nonimmigrant visa refusal rates.
Only time will tell if the system works.
Meanwhile, there remain concerns about the
new system’s capability to handle emergency
travel. Also, it is unclear whether Customs
and Border Protection will provide an error
correction mechanism; for example, relating
to a user’s inadvertent data entry error leading to an ESTA denial. U.S. travelers might
also begin to wonder whether Visa Waiver
Protection countries will reciprocate by in■
stituting similar programs.

